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Cancel. Just curious about '22 by 6hk , PM. Topics: 77 Posts: Last Post: Thanks? If anyone has
details of the pick up bed, photos or description as that is now missing I would appreciate it.
Being it most likely is it has the Car sheetmetal which makes it much more stylish. The serial
number would help to identify its original form. I can't read your photo of it. Is there a body
number on the firewall? There is this old thread from another forum which is the same vehicle
but I can't get in touch with the guy or access the pictures. Looks almost like the Franklin truck I
started with. It was a 7 pass sedan that the body was damaged and removed. I wanted a body
that would resemble a period service truck. I borrowed the look from a Model A Ford deluxe
pickup that only were made. I now have the chrome rails and ball topped posts for the top of the
box. She will run very comfortable 65 on the interstate highways where its safe to do so. The red
model a ford was in Rochester its whole life and was the model for this Franklin box. The truck
gets plenty of attention. Very nice and thanks for the photos - it gives me an idea of what it
would be like. Be nice to get some original pictures though. I've emailed Gary but no response
as yet. If anyone knows him and can get in touch that would be great. If anyone owns a Model
55 and can take pictures and dimensions for me I can try to fabricate the items. Of course if you
have any spare parts laying around I would be interested! Measurements could also be taken
from the '32 Rockne Model I'm going to need 4 new sets of leaf springs. Does anyone have the
dimensions they should be as the fronts look almost flat with no curve? Good looking project!
Please tell us how the Studebaker script was embossed into the tailgate. My Chassis Parts
Catalog shows the front springs for a Model 55 with your serial number as part number with 8
leaves and a leather cover. The rear spring is listed as for a sedan, with 7 leaves, other numbers
for coupe, roadsters, and convertibles, plus a "heavy duty" version with 9 leaves. The catalog
doesn't show leaf lengths or spring arch, so you need to email Andy Beckman at the
Studebaker National Museum to get copies of the blueprints for those parts for a reasonable
fee. Eaton-Detroit Spring may also have the dimensions, but shipping springs from the U. You
need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community.
It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Devilbuick41 1 Posted
March 26, Posted March 26, So, I acquired this just before the lock down in the UK. Otherwise I
have a rather long list of parts which I don't know where to get them from. Thanks, Steve
Northampton, England. Link to post Share on other sites. Looks like a cool project that is quite
a bit of the ways there. I have a 47 Hudson Big Boy so mine is just a factory version of the same
idea. Posted March 27, Devilbuick41 1 Posted March 27, VIN is There is this old thread from
another forum which is the same vehicle but I can't get in touch with the guy or access the
pictures. Devilbuick41 1 Posted March 28, Posted March 28, Devilbuick41 1 Posted April 10,
Posted April 10, Posted April 11, Devilbuick41 1 Posted November 28, Posted November 28,
Progress on the pick up - its starting to look more like a pick up! Devilbuick41 1 Posted
November 29, Posted November 29, Thanks Gary, that's useful to know. Devilbuick41 1 Posted
January Posted January Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in
order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community.
Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Followers 2. Go to topic
listing. Sign In Sign Up. Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites classiccars. Location Category
Availability Price Sort. Offered Wanted 2. Create Alert. Norwalk, CA Jobs Offered. Job Summary
and Mission This position contributes to Starbucks success by providing legendary customer
service to all customers. This job creates the Starbucks Experience for our customers by
providing customers with prompt service, quality beverages and products, and maintaining a
clean and comfortable store environment. Models and acts in accordance with Starbucks
guiding principles. It is dressed in bea This vehicle has no engine. Selling as is. We've added
more photos. Check them out. Studebaker's unsung performance car hero of the late s,
boasting a cubic inch V8 topped with a McCulloch supercharger. One of the fastest four-seat
cars of its day, capable of performance on-par with a contemporary Corvette or a Thunderbird.

Finished in the classic color scheme of white with gold accents and upholstery, and is
well-suited to regular on-road enjoyment. This vehicle just This rare and desirable bullet-nose
Starlight coupe is the top-of-the-line Commander model. It s been refinished in its original color
of Shenandoah Green. The interior has been refinished in beautiful tan houndstooth using NOS
materials. The optioned overdrive transmission is a must for highway use. It features a
matching-numbers ci engine. This Commander has been documented with a Studebak The
StudebakerGran Turismo Hawk is one of 4,two-door sport coupes produced forthe year and
comes with records dating back to Features consist of a factory chrome dress-up kit, power
steering,front disc brakes, and dual exhaust. Recent work has included replacementf This
beauty is shown in Ermine White with a Champagne Interio Runs good, shifts fine, stops great.
New brakes, several recipes for work done. Great driver car. Older restoration was done, paint is
not to bad. Interior is okay, seat covers over original seats etc. It has had a some rust in the
floor and trunk area, but rockers, fenders, cow The Studebaker Starlight was a excellent family
style coupe with dramatically long body lines and great unique features like a wrap around rear
windshield, very long trunk lines and compartment and very distinguishing pointed front end.
This example Is powered by the st Runs, drives and brakes smooth. Brand new in package.
Studebaker Hawk Parts When you buy four cars to fix one you have left over parts. SOLD Th
Please call Carlo Connors at , or email at [email pr Please call Carlo Connors at , or email at
comoco co Enjoy a peaceful getaway at Studebaker House! Spend your day cozying up by the
wood-burning fireplace with a good book, out on the back deck enjoying a meal with friends and
family, or relaxing by the stream. Acreage with a creek! Just off of Rutherfordton Highway, this
parcel has ample road frontage - ' actually on Rutherfordton Hwy and Your Listing Here. Post
Ad. By Touts , March 21, in General Discussion. Now its probably the only example of a FA-T2 in
existence. I'm fairly certain of this because as the owner of a President "FE" Seven passenger
"L2" tourer, 57 of 60 built with only 3 remaining. I've made it a point of keeping track of the
President tourers from - and with their owners. You could get rid of the rear roadster section
and restore it back to a Tourer. Then it would have the correct body to match the " chassis with
the corresponding engine. This 3rd option would be my choice because then not only are you
preserving the integrity of the year it was built and making it as historically correct with all the
parts being original on it, but you are also preserving the unique history that made it into what it
is today. That would be my perspective. I wanted to get him on board. There are some great
examples. Note Oil Filter. Owner died, vehicle is being sold in as is condition. No information is
known on whether it runs or not. Clean title. Not interested in parting it out. This topic has
wandered off the original subject a little but at least it is continuing to draw interest. There is
another thread on the General Discussion page which some may not have looked at. Mention
there - see John S reply - of a 'long wheelbase' Studebaker which some may know more about maybe? Coincidentally a friend who was removing some home floor covering with old
newspapers scattered underneath came across this Studebaker advertising from a dealer in
Sydney Australia that I thought would be of interest. Delivery day. Does anyone know the
history of a black 28 president cabriolet that was registered in Sydney in the early sixties? An
old knowledgeable member might have known it, or of it, back in the day. The woodwork in
particular was of personal interest. You are fortunate that you have some identification
numbers. To date my car has had the Doors, Boot Trunk Guards and Engine cover removed for
blasting back to metal. Boot Lid Trunk Internal. Good Evening Touts, first I am glad for you that
your car is well under way. I have just spent the last hour reading every bit of this thread. Very
interesting. I am more of a 'modern antique car' guy, and confess to knowing nothing about the
old iron, other than I would love to have one and love all the old cars, I particularly like
Studebakers. From what I have read in old car publications, re-bodied cars are not all that
uncommon. As a juror, I will side my case with that of Studepres, in that I think your car was
originally a touring body, at some time converted. Was it in a wreck? Or simply at a point in
history that a roadster was worth more, or more fashionable than a large phaeton? I will go with
the latter. Regardless, we may never know the real reason, but you will def. We look forward to
seeing how your vehicle progresses also. I see not much has happened in this thread for a few
weeks. There was much discussion about centre accelerator pedals earlier in the thread. I
happened to take a photo of the accelerator set up on my Dictator cabriolet today, which I
presume is original. I have only driven the car a few times so far. Driving with size 12 boots on
is not that easy - soft shoes are better. As can be seen there is not really enough room on the
right for a gas pedal. I will post the latest photos. One other note, there has been a considerable
amount of discussion in relation to the Firewall identification Tag on the last remaining
Studebaker President Tourers. Both cars have original factory Wooden Wheels. NOTE :. I was
going through my Touring files and ran across a correspondence between me and Peter Limon
back in March of and I have his frame serial number and engine number on that letter. I will

message you all those details in a bit. I also remove the side trim and upholster the outside
metal skin. We haven't heard from Touts for awhile. I hope he is still monitoring this site and
can give us an update on the Studebaker. It had been a very interesting story and I feel like
we've been left in the middle of a good mystery novel. I immediately began the task of sourcing
the parts that I would require me to complete the project and start the restoration. My journey
reached a point when it became obvious that it was becoming too difficult for me to proceed on
my own without actually seeing a Studebaker President in real life. I hit a wall. The people that I
have met during this journey have become as important to me as the project itself. Areas of
concern. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in
our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Posted
April 2, edited. Unfortunately that's not a Studebaker. Wrong tail light, dash and running board
aprons. Link to post Share on other sites. Posted April 2, I bet RQ doesn't have any of those
ones above in his collection of pre-was Studebaker photos!! Touts 18 Posted April 3, Posted
April 3, So with that said here are the choices 1. The best of both worlds. The preservation and
ownership of a truly unique car. I felt the need to keep Edinmass happy. Posted April 3, edited.
Edited April 3, by maok see edit history. Posted April 5, Posted April 6, Just pulled these photos
that were posted on the HAMB this morning. Posted April 6, edited. Touts 18 Posted July 10,
Posted July 10, Zolate 2 Posted August 28, Posted August 28, No but if you could post some
pics its progress would be nice to see. Chassis is at friends home. FE the photo and this
information confirms that even RHD vehicles were at least sometimes built with the Gokf bag
door on the drivers side. Zolate 2 Posted August 29, Posted August 29, Correction on last post
car was built in the USA not Canada. Ozstatman Posted August 29, Touts 18 Posted August 29,
TAKerry Posted August 30, Posted August 30, Good Luck with the resto. Zolate 2 Posted
August 30, Thanks Touts for your good wishes and photos. He is amazing. I will get some more
photos. None the less he is very excited with this project and enjoying the restoration process.
Stay safe and well. Touts 18 Posted August 30, Posted October 5, Touts 18 Posted October 7,
Posted October 7, The car is being prepared from front to back. NOTE : I would be great full if
anyone knows the whereabouts of this car. This car is Autoworld Museum, Belgium. Well good
news Frank, I was going through my Touring files and ran across a correspondence between
me and Peter Limon back in March of and I have his frame serial number and engine number on
that letter. Aussi John 1 11 Posted January 1. Posted January 1. Fossil Posted January 1. Aussi
John 1 11 Posted January 8. Posted January 8. He has been active searching for parts, which he
has had some success. Much work is continuing on the car. Frank also post on The Antique
Studebaker Forum. Touts 18 Posted January 9. Posted January 9. I want it done yesterday. The
Body is currently being stripped and prepared for detailed corrective restoration. On another
note, Today I received a copy of a photo of my car that was taken E20 years ago. I was surprised
to see that the incorrect Radiator Cap was still on the car!!! Wow , It was missing when I bought
the car. Could anyone shine some light on what it is? Photo 2 Chassis in transit for preparation.
Photo 3 Body in transit for preparation. Photo 4 Engine being delivered for restoration. Create
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